
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Current Situation of the Advance of
Chinese National Farms in Russia
OSHIMA Kazutsugu
This paper reports the current situation of the advance of Chinese
national farms in Russia. According to the material, this movement is
regarded as the result of the surplus labor in Chinese rural area. It can also
be attributed to the result of Chinese securing foods. The advance into the
Republic of Kazakhstan is reported as well.
Roles of the government, national farms and the family business are
regarded as follows;
Family business actors are the agents of the advance and management.
They have at least over 33.3 ha farms, some have about thousands Mu.
They usually have as large as 10-100 times of those in domestic farms.
National farms act as the association of the advance and the contractor
of land lease.
Government sector negotiates and seals agreements with the counter
countries for the advance.
The material also illustrated the following problems;
Russian side has problems such as 1) collapsed agricultural infrastructure
after the end of Soviet Union, 2) strict policy of the custom and immigrant
office and difficulties in obtaining the visa, 3) difficulties in seeking
productive tools, 4) Russian’s hostile attitude that regarding China as
“threat,” 5) difficulties in sales in the far east of Russia and so on.
Chinese side has problems such as 1) individual farms’ financial shortage
of development funds, 2) jumps of importing costs (cheaper cost of
producing in Russia loses its merit because of the high tariff,) and so on.
To solve these problems, the material insisted the steps such as
government’s positive action, non-profitable insurance, and advantageous
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tariff for imported agricultural products from Russia, low interest funds for
the family business farms and their workers.
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